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1. Introduction and Preliminary Results  
 
Convexity and generalized convexities have played very important roles in 
optimization (including mathematical programming, and multi-objective mathematical 
programming). Convexity and generalized convexities are also very important in other 
areas such as multi-criteria decision, non-smooth analysis, and control theory, etc. In this 
paper, we work with preconvexlike vector optimization problems of set-valued mappings 
in topological linear spaces.  
        
  Let X be a real topological linear space, X 
*
 the topology dual of X. A subset X+ of 
X is said to be a convex cone if  
 
+∈+ Xxx
21 βα , +∈∀ Xxx
21 , , 0, ≥∀ βα . 
 
A real topological linear space Y with a convex cone is said to be an ordered 
topological linera space. We denote intX+  the topological interior of X+ . The partial order 
on X is defined by 
 
      x
1
 ≤ x2, if x1 – x2 ∈ X+, 
                                          x
1
 < x
2
, if x
1
 – x
2∈ int X+. 
 
The subset of X 
*
 
},0,:{ ** ++ ∈∀≥∈= XxxXX ξξ  
 
is said to be the dual cone of the cone X+ , where )(, xx ξξ = . 
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 Suppose that X and Y are two real topological liner spaces. Let f: X→2
Y
 be a set-
valued function, where 2
Y
 denotes the power set of Y.  
Let D be a nonempty subset of X. Setting 
 
                                                         )()( xfDf Dx∈= U ,  
)}(:,{),( xfyyxf ∈= ηη , 
ηη ),(),( xfDf Dx∈= U . 
For *, YDx ∈∈ η , write  
 
0),( ≥ηxf , if )(,0, xfyy ∈∀≥η , 
0),( ≥ηDf , if Dxxf ∈∀≥ ,0),( η . 
 
 A set-valued function f: X→ 2Y is said to be Y+ -convex on D if ∀x
1
, x
2∈D, 
∀α∈[0, 1], one has 
α f (x1) + (1-α) f (x2) ⊆  f (α x1 + (1-α) x2) + Y+. 
 
A set-valued function f: X→2Y is said to be Y+ -convexlike on D if ∀x
1
, x
2∈D, 
∀α∈[0, 1], ∃x3∈D such that 
 
α f (x1) + (1-α) f (x2) ⊆  f ( x3) + Y+. 
 
We introduce below the concept of preconvexlike about vector-valued functions 
to set-valued functions. 
 
Definition 1.1 A set-valued function f : X→ 2Y is said to be Y+ - preconvexlike on 
D if ∀x1, x2∈D, ∀α∈(0, 1), ∃x3∈D, and ∃τ > 0, such that 
 
α f (x1) + (1-α) f (x2) ⊆  τ f ( x3) + Y+. 
 
Any set- and real-valued function is convexlike, it is known that a set-valued 
convexlike function is not necessary to be a convex function. 
 
Let X = Y = R
2
 (the two dimensional Euclidean space), +Y  be the first quadrant of 
R
2
. Example 1.1 illustrates that a set-valued preconvexlike function is not necessary to be 
a convexlike function. 
 
Example 1.1 Take )}0,1(),1,0{(}]10,10:),{(\[ 2121 U≤≤≤≤= + xxxxYD , and 
define a set-valued function f : X→ 2
Y
 by 
Dxxf =),( 21 . 
Then f is preconvexlike not convexlike. 
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We also introduce the concept of preaffine set-valued functions here, which 
extends the definition of affine functions. 
 
Definition 1.2 A set-valued function f : X→ 2Y is said to be preaffine on D if ∀x1, 
x
2∈D, ∀α∈(0, 1), ∃x3∈D, and ∃τ > 0, such that 
 
α f (x1) + (1-α) f (x2) ⊆  τ f ( x3) . 
 
Assume that X, Y, Z and W are topological linear spaces with convex cones X+, Y+, 
Z+, and W+ respectively; X+, Y+, Z+, and W+ have nonempty interiors int X+, int Y+, int Z+, 
and int W+. 
 
 Lemma 1.1 [12] Suppose that Y is a topological linear space.  If ξ ∈ *+X \{O}, and 
if x
0
 ∈ int X+, then 0,
0 >ξx . 
 
Theorem 1.2 (Fakas-Minkowski Theorem of Alternate) Suppose  
 
(a) f: X→ 2Y is Y+ - preconvexlike on D, and g: Y→ 2
Z
  is Z+ - preconvexlike on 
D,  
(b) h: X→ 2W is preaffine on D,  and int[ h(D)] ∅≠ , 
and, (i) and (ii) denote the systems 
(i)  ∃x0∈D such that ∅≠−∅≠− ++ )()(,)int()(
00 ZxgYxf II , and )( 0xhO∈ ,   
      where O is the zero element of a topological linear space; 
(ii) ∃(ξ, η, ζ )∈ *+Y ×
*
+Z ×
*W , (ξ, η, ζ) ≠O, such that  
                        Dxxhxgxf ∈∀≥++ ,0))(())(())(( ςηξ . 
 
If (i) has no solution then (ii) has a solution.  
If (ii) has a solution with ξ ≠ O, then (i) has no solution. 
 
Proof. At first, aim to show that the Cartesian product   
                        A = )]([])([]int)([ 000 DthYDtgYDtf ttt >+>+> ×+×+ UUU  
is convex. 
 Take                 ))(''',)('',)('( ii
ii
i
ii
i
i xhtzxgtyxftc ++= ∈A 
where (y
i
, z
i 
) ∈(intY+)×Z+, ''','',' iii ttt  are positive numbers (i = 1, 2,3). For α∈(0, 1), set 
y
0
  = αy1+ (1-α) y2, z0  = αz1+ (1-α) z2. Noting that intY+ and Z+ are convex cones, we 
have y
0∈ intY+, z
0
  ∈Z+. Since f and g are preconvexlike and g is preaffine, 
∃ ''','',' 333 xxx ∈D, and ∃ ''','',' τττ > 0, such that 
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But 
                   
.int)'('int)'('
')')1('()'(')')1('(
)]'('')[')1('(
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')1(
)(
')1('
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     (1.1) 
 
Similarly 
 
                                   
.)''('')''(''
)1()('')1()(''
33
212
2
1
1
+++ +⊆++⊆
−++−+
ZxgtZZxgt
zzxgtxgt αααα
                          (1.2) 
And 
 
                                ).'''(''')'''(''')(''')1()(''' 33
2
2
1
1 xhtxhtxhtxht ⊆⊆−+ αα            (1.3) 
 
From (1.1), (1.2) and (1.3), if Acc ∈21 , , we have 
 
AxhtZxgtYxftcc ⊆×+×+∈−+ ++ )]'''('''[])''(''[]int)'('[)1( 333
21 αα  
 
Which means A is convex. 
 
Secondly, suppose that (i) has no solution, and want to show (ii) has a solution. 
Because (i) has no solution, AO∉ . 
And because we assume that intY+ ∅≠ ,  intZ+ ∅≠ , and int[ h(D)] ∅≠ , we have 
int A ∅≠ . 
By the separation theorem of convex sets of a topological linear space  
 
                 ∃  γ = (ξ, η, ζ )∈ *** WZY ×× , γ = (ξ, η, ζ ) ≠ O,                             (1.4) 
 
such that  
                                                   γ (A) 0≥ ,  
 
i.e., ++ ∈∀∈∀>∀ ZzYyttt
00 ,int,0''','',' , we have 
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Dxxhtzxgtyxft ∈∀≥++++ ,0),(''',)('',)(' 00 ςηξ . 
 
Noting that ....)2,1(,int, =∈∃∈∀ ++ nYyYy n such that )( ∞→→ nyyn , and 
++ ∈∈>>∀ ZzsYysss n
0'',int',0'',0' , we have 
 
          Dxxhtzsxgtysxft n ∈∀≥++++ ,0),(''','')('',')('
0 ςηξ .           (1.5) 
 
Let ∞→===== ntsstt ,0''',1'''''' , we get ++ ∈∀∈∀≥+ ZzYyzy
00 ,,0,, ηξ . 
Therefore  
 
(ξ, η, ζ )∈ *** WZY ×× ++ . 
 
Let 1'''''' === ttt , 0'',' →ss  in (1.5) we will get 
 
Dxxhxgxf ∈∀≥++ ,0),(),(),( ςηξ . 
 
Which shows us that (ii) has a solution. 
 
 Thirdly, assume that (ii) has a solution (ξ, η, ζ ) with ξ ≠ O, i.e. 
 
Dxxhxgxf ∈∀≥++ ,0),(),(),( ςηξ . 
 
We are going to prove (i) has no solution. 
 Otherwise, if (i) has a solution Dx∈ , there would exist )(),( xgzxfy ∈∈ , and 
)(xhw∈ such that OwZzYy =−∈−∈ ++ ,,int . By Lemma 1.1 we would have 
 
Dxwzy ∈∀<++ ,0,,, ςηξ . 
 
Which is a contradiction.    
 
      
2. Scalarization 
 
     Consider the following vector optimization problem with set-valued functions: 
 
                       (VP)                    
.
),(0,)()(.,.
),(min
Xx
xhZxgts
xfY
Z
∈
∈∅≠−∩
−
+
+
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Let D be the feasible set of (VP), i.e., )}.(0,)()(:{ xhYxgXxD W ∈∅≠−∩∈= +  
 
  Definition 2.1 Dx∈  is said to be a weakly efficient solution of (VP) if 
)(xfy∈∃  such that .int))(( ∅=∩− +YDfy  
   
Definition 2.2 The problem (VP) is said to satisfy the Slater constraint 
qualification (SC) if }{\)(),( ** OWZ ×∈∀ +ςη , Dx∈∃  such that   
 
                               ∅≠∩− + ))](())(([)( xhxgR ςηI , 
 
where R+ is the set of all positive real numbers.                                                
 
Definition 2.3 Dx∈  is said to be an optimal solution of the scalar optimization 
problem (VPS), if )(xfy∈∃ , and ∃ +y  ∈ Y + such that  
 
DxYyxf ∈∀+⊆ + ,)())(( ξξ . 
 
By use of the following Theorem of Scalarization, we may convert a vector 
optimization problem into a scalar optimization problem. 
 
Theorem 2.1 (Scalarization) Suppose Dx∈ , and 
(a) )()( xfxf − : X→ 2Y is Y+-preconvexlike on D, and g(x): Y→ 2
Z
 is Z+- 
preconvexlike on D,  
(b) h(x): X→ 2W is preaffine on D, and  
(c) (VP) satisfies the Slater constraint qualification (SC),  
then x  is a weakly efficient solution of (VP) if and only if }{\* OY+∈∃ξ  such that x  is 
an optimal solution of the following scalar optimization problem (VPS): 
 
              (VPS)                                          ))((min xf
Dx
ξ
∈
. 
 
Proof. If }{\* OY+∈∃ξ  and if Dx∈  is an optimal solution of the scalar 
optimization problem (VPS), then )(xfy∈∃ , such that DxYyxf ∈∀+⊆ + ,)())(( ξξ .  So   
                                             
                                        .int))(( ∅=∩− +YDfy  
 
Therefore x  is a weakly efficient solution of (VP).                        
On the other hand, suppose x  is a weakly efficient solution of (VP), we want to 
show that x  is an optimal solution of the scalar optimization problem (VPS).  
From Definition 2.1 )(xfy∈∃  such that the following system  
 
                      )(,)()(,)int())(( xhOZxgYyxf ∈∅≠−∩∅≠−∩− ++  
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has no solution for Dx∈ . Hence, Theorem 1.2 implies 
 
                    *** ,, WZY ∈∈∈∃ ++ ςηξ  with O≠),,( ςηξ           (2.1) 
 
such that 
                                       .,0))(())(())(( Dxxhxgyxf ∈∀≥++− ςηξ  
 
i.e., 
                     .),())(())(())(( Dxyxhxgxf ∈∀≥++ ξςηξ          (2.2) 
 
If ξ = O, then by (2.1) we get O≠),( ηξ . And (2.2) yields 
 
.,0))(())(( Dxxhxg ∈∀≥+ ςη  
 
This is contradicting to the Slater constraint qualification (SC). Therefore O≠ξ .                                                   
Hence, from Dx∈ , i.e., )(,)()( xhOZxg ∈∅≠−∩ + , (2.1) gives  
 
                                                       .),())(( Dxyxf ∈∀≥ ξξ  
 
Which means x  is an optimal solution of (VPS).  
 
    
3. Vector Saddle-Point Theorems 
     
    Write  
                                 }int)(:{],min[ ∅=∩−∈= ++ YAyAyYAP ,    
                                 }int)(:{],max[ ∅=∩−∈= ++ YyAAyYAP . 
                                                       
    We familiar with that 
 
Lemma 3.1 Dx∈  is a weakly efficient solution of (VP), if and only if 
                                               .]),(min[)( ∅≠∩ +YDfPxf  
 
     Definition 3.1 A triple ),(),(),,( YWBYZBXTSx ××∈ +  is said to be a vector 
saddle-point of L if  
 
.])),,(),,(,(max[]),,,(min[),,( ∅≠∩∩ +
+
+ YYWBYZBxLPYTSXLPTSxL  
 
Where  
 
))(())(()(),,( xhTxgSxfTSxL ++= . 
 
 Definition 3.1 A convex cone Y + is said to be pointed if }{)( OYY =− ++ I . 
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 From now on, suppose all convex cones are pointed and closed. 
 
     Theorem 3.1 A triple ),(),(),,( YWBYZBXTSx ××∈ +  is a vector saddle-point 
of L, if and only if )(),( xgzxfy ∈∈∃ , such that 
 
    (i)   ]),,,(min[ +∈ YTSXLPy ,  
    (ii) }{)(,)( OxhZxg =−⊂ + , 
    (iii) ∅=∩−− +YzSyxf int))()(( . 
 
     Proof.  The necessity. Assume that ),(),(),,( YWBYZBXTSx ××∈ +  is a vector 
saddle-point of L. From Definition 3.1  
 
         ]),,,(min[),,( +∩ YTSXLPTSxL  .])),,(),(,(max[ ∅≠×∩ +
+ YYWBYZBxLP  
 
So, )(),(),( xhwxgzxfy ∈∈∈∃ , i.e., 
 
                                 )),(())(()(),,()()( xhTxgSxfTSxLwTzSy ++=∈++         (3.1) 
 
such that 
                           
{ }
),,(),(),(
,int)]()([))(())(()(
YWBYZBTS
YwTzSyxhTxgSxf
×∈∀
∅=∩++−++
+
+
     (3.2) 
 
and  
                         ∅=∩++−++ +YXhTXgSXfwTzSy int))])(())(()([)()(( .      (3.3) 
Taking TT =  in (3.2) we get 
 
                                        ),(),(,int)()( YZBSxgzYzSzS ++ ∈∀∈∀∉− .                  (3.4) 
 
Aim to show that +∈− Zz .  
Otherwise, since +−∈ ZO , if +∉− Zz , we would have Oz ≠− ,  
Because +Z  is a closed convex set, by the separate theorem }{\
* OZ∈∃η   
 
                                          0,),()( >∀∈∀−> ++ tZzztz ηη .                                        (3.5) 
i.e., 
                                         0,),(
1
)( >∀∈∀−> ++ tZzz
t
z ηη . 
 
Let ∞→t  we obtain ++ ∈∀≥ Zzz ,0)(η . Which means that }{\
* OZ +∈η . Meanwhile, 
+∈ ZO  and (3.5) yield that 0)( >zη . Given +∈ Zz int
~  and let  
 9 
                                                  )(~
)(
)(
)( zSz
z
z
zS +=
η
η
. 
Then ),( YZBS +∈  and 
                                                +∈=− YzzSzS int
~)()( . 
 
Contradicting to (3.4). Therefore  
                                                              +∈− Zz .  
 
     Now, aim to prove that +⊆− Zxg )( .  
Otherwise, if +⊄− Zxg )( , then )(0 xgz ∈∃  such that +∉−≠ ZzO 0 . Similar to 
the above }{\*0 OZ∈∃η  such that  }{\
*
0 OZ +∈η , 0)( 00 >zη . Given +∈ Zz int
~  and let  
 
                                                  z
z
z
zS ~
)(
)(
)(
00
0
0
η
η
= . 
 
Then ),(0 YZBS
+∈  and +∈= YzzS int
~)( 00 . And we have proved that +∈− Zz , so 
+∈− YzS )( . Therefore  
 
                                      +++ ⊆+∈− YYYzSzS intint)()( 00 . 
 
Again, contradicting to (3.4).  
Therefore +⊆− Zxg )( . Similarly, one has   +⊆− Wxh )( . From (3.2) we get  
 
                                           ∅=∩− +YwTxhT int)]())(([ . 
 
Hence  
                                       +∉− YwTwT int)()( , ).,( YWBT ∈∀                                   (3.6)      
               
Similarly, from (3.2) again we have 
 
                            )(,int)()( xhwYwTwT ∈∀∉− + , ).,( YWBT ∈∀                            (3.7) 
 
     If Ow ≠ , since +⊆− Wxh )(  and +W  is a pointed cone, we have +∉Ww .  
Because +Y  is a closed convex set, by the separation theorem 
*W∈∃ς , such that 
 
                                                   +∈∀< Wwww ),()( ςς .                                            (3.8) 
 
So 0)( ≠wς  since +∈WO . Taking +∈ Yy int
0  and define ),(0 YWBT +∈  by  
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                                               )(
)(
)(
)( 00 wTy
w
w
wT +=
ς
ς
. 
 
Then  
 
                                             +∈=− YywTwT int)()(
00 , 
 
Contradicting to (3.6). Therefore Ow = .Thus 
 
                                                          )(xhO∈ . 
 
    Now, we’d like to prove }.{)( Oxh =   
 Otherwise, if Owxhw ≠∈ 00 :)( , similar to (3.8) *0 W∈∃ς , such 
that +∈∀< Wwww ),()(
000 ςς . So 0)( 00 ≠wς . Given +∈ Yy int0  and define 
),(0 YWBT ∈ , by  
 
                                                        000
0
0
)(
)(
)( y
w
w
wT
ς
ς
= . 
 
Then +∈= YywT int)( 0
0
0 , i.e., Ow = ) +∈− YwTwT int)()(
00 . Contradicting to (3.7). 
Therefore we must have 
 
                                                              }.{)( Oxh =                                                 (3.9) 
 
Combining (3.2), (3.3), (3.9), and we conclude that 
 
                                                 ]),,,(min[ +∈ YTSXLPy ,                                     (3.10) 
and 
                                             ∅=∩−− +YzSyxf int))()(( . 
 
             We have proved that, if ),(),(),,( YWBYZBXTSx ××∈ +  is a vector saddle-
point of L, then the conditions (i)-(iii) hold. 
 
             The sufficiency. Suppose that the conditions (i)-(iii) are satisfied. Note that 
+⊆− Zxg )( , }{)( Oxh =  means  
 
         +⊆− YxgS ))(( , }{))(( OxhT = ,  ),(),(),( YWBYZBTS ×∈∀
+ ,               (3.11) 
                    
and the condition (i) states that 
 
                                ,int))]}(())(()([{ ∅=∩++− +YXhTXgSXfy  
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So +++ ⊆+ YYY int  and +∈− YzS )(  together imply  
 
                       ∅=∩++−++ +YXhTXgSXfwTzSy int))]}(())(()([)()({ . 
 
Hence 
 
                                         ∈++ )()( wTzSy ]),,,(min[ +YTSXLP . 
 
      On the other hand, since ∅=∩+− +YzSyxf int)])([)(( , from (3.11), and from 
+++ ⊆+ YYY intint  we conclude that 
 
      ∅=∩++−++ +×∈ + YwTzSyxhTxgSxfYWBYZBTS int)]}()([]))(())(()([{ ),(),(),(U . 
 
Hence 
 
                            ∈++ )()( wTzSy ])),,(),,(,(max[ +
+ YYWBYZBxLP  
 
Consequently,              
                               
.])),,(),,(,(max[]),,,(min[),,( ∅≠∩∩ +
+
+ YYWBYZBxLPYTSXLPTSxL  
 
Therefore ),(),(),,( YWBYZBXTSx ××∈ +  is a vector saddle-point of L.                                                                                                                
 
     Theorem 3.2 If ),(),(),,( YWBYZBXTSx ××∈ +  is a vector saddle-point of L, 
and if ))(( xgSO∈ , then x  is a weak efficient solution of (VP).  
     
     Proof. Assume that ),(),(),,( YWBYZBDTSx ××∈ +  is a vector saddle-point of 
L, from Theorem 3.1 we have  
 
                                          +⊆− YxgS ))(( , }{)( Oxh = .                                        (3.12) 
 
So Dx∈  (the feasible solution of (VP). And )(xfy∈∃  such that           
∈y ]),,,(min[ +YTSXLP , i.e. 
 
                              ∅=∩++− +YXhTXgSXfy int)])(())(()([(  . 
 
Thus 
                                ∅=∩++− +YxhTxgSDfy int)])(())(()([( . 
 
By (3.12) and note that ))(( xgSO∈  we get 
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                                                 ∅=∩− +YDfy int))(( . 
 
Therefore by Definition 2.1 x  is a weakly efficient solution of (VP).  
     
Theorem 3.3 Suppose Dx∈  is a weakly efficient solution of (VP), and  
 
(a) f: X→ 2Y is Y+ - preconvexlike on D, and g: Y→ 2
Z
  is Z+ - preconvexlike on 
D,  
(b) h: X→ 2W is preaffine on D,  and int[ h(D)] ∅≠ ,  
(c) (VP) satisfies the Slater constrained qualification (SC).  
 
If +⊆− Zxg )( , }{)( Oxh = , and if )(xfy∈∃  for which ∅=∩− +Yyxf int))(( , 
then ),(),(),( YWBYZBTS ×∈∃ +  such that ),(),(),,( YWBYZBXTSx ××∈ +  is a 
vector saddle-point of L and ))(( xgSO∈ . 
 
     Proof. Assume that Dx∈  is a weakly efficient solution of (VP), then 
)(xfy∈∃ for which there is not any Dx∈  such that .int)( +−∈− Yyxf  So, there is not 
any Xx∈  such that  
 
                                       ).(,)(,int)( xhOZxgYyxf ∈−∈−∈− ++  
 
By Theorem 1.2 }{\),,( *** OWZY ××∈∃ ++ςηξ  such that 
 
                                       .,0))(())(())(( Dxxhxgyxf ∈∀≥++− ςηξ                   (3.13) 
 
Since )(xfy∈  and )(xhO∈ , take xx =  in the above we obtain 0))(( ≥xgη . And 
Dx∈  and *+∈ Zη  imply that )()( +−∩∈∃ Zxgz  for which 0)( ≤zη . Hence 0)( =zη , 
which means that 
 
                                                               ))((0 xgη∈ .                                            (3.14) 
 
Know that Dx∈  means )(xhO∈ ; and )()( +−∩∈∃ Zxgz , which yields 0)( ≤zη . These 
and (3.13) deduce that .,0))(( Dxyxf ∈∀≥−ξ According to the Slater constraint 
qualification, we have O≠ξ . So we may take +∈ Yy int0  such that .1)( 0 =yξ  Define the 
operator YZS →:  and YWT →:  by  
 
                                                      00 )()(,)()( ywwTyzzS ςη == .                       (3.15)    
               
It is easy to see that  
 
                                     ).,(,)()(),,( 0 YWBTYyZZSYZBS ∈⊆=∈ +++
+ η  
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And (3.14) implies that 
 
                                                     .0))(())(( 0 OYyxgxgS =⋅∈= +η                    (3.16) 
 
Since Dx∈ , we have )(xhO∈ . Hence    
 
                                                                    ))(( xhTO∈ .                                     (3.17) 
 
Therefore by (3.16) and (3.17) 
 
                                                 )).(())(()()( xhTxgSxfxfy ++⊆∈  
 
From (3.13) and (3.14) 
 
                                                    
,),(
))(())(())((
)())(()())((())((
))](())(()([
00
Dxy
xhxgxf
yxhyxgxf
xhTxgSxf
∈∀≥
++=
++=
++
ξ
ςηξ
ξςξηξ
ξ
       
i.e., 
 
                               .,0))](())(())([ DxxhTxgSyxf ∈∀≥++−ξ                      (3.18) 
 
Take ))(())(()()( xhTxgSxfxF ++= , }{)( OxG = and }{)( OxH = , applying Theorem 
1.2 to the functions )(),(,)( xHxGyxF − , then (3.18) deduces that 
 
                                       ∅=∩++− +YDhTDgSDfy int))](())(()([( .            (3.19)  
 
Hence                                                      
                                                    ∈y ]),,,(min[ +YTSXLP .                                (3.20) 
 
On the other hand, since ))(( xgSO∈ ((3.16)), )(xgz ∈∃  for which OzS =)( . This and 
∅=∩− +Yyxf int))(( together deduce that 
 
                                         ∅=∩−− +YzSyxf int))()(( .                                    (3.21) 
 
Combining the assumption +⊆− Zxg )( , }{)( Oxh =  and (3.20), (3.21), by Theorem 3.1 
we conclude that ),(),(),,( YWBYZBXTSx ××∈ +  is a vector saddle-point of L.    
 
     Remark 3.1 For vector-valued functions, the condition +−⊆ Zxg )( , }{)( Oxh =  
in Theorem 3.2, 3.3 are always satisfied if Dx∈ . 
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4. Scalar Saddle-Point Theorems 
 
     Definition 4.1  Given }{\* OY+∈ξ . The real-valued Lagrangian function of (VP) 
RWZXl →×× +
**:
ξ
 is defined by 
 
                                        ))(())(())((),,( xhxgxfxl ςηξςη
ξ
++= . 
 
     Definition 4.2  Given }{\* OY+∈ξ . A triple ),,( ςηx  is said to be a scalar saddle-
point of the Lagrangian function 
ξ
l , if 
 
                                            ),,(),,(),,( ςηςηςη
ξξξ
xlxlxl ≤≤ ,  
 
**),(, WZDx ×∈∀∈∀ +ςη . 
   
 The definition of a scalar saddle-point is the common definition of a saddle-point. 
To compare with the concept of a vector saddle-point in the previous section of this 
paper, we call it here a scalar saddle-point. 
 
 Theorem 4.1 Suppose Dx∈ , and  
 
(a) f: X→ 2Y is Y+ - preconvexlike on D, and g: Y→ 2
Z
  is Z+ - preconvexlike on 
D,  
(b) h: X→ 2W is preaffine on D,  and int[ h(D)] ∅≠ ,  
(c) (VP) satisfies the Slater constrained qualification (SC).  
 
If Dx∈  is a weakly efficient solution of (VP) for which +−⊆ Zxg )( , 
}{)( Oxh = , then *** }){\(),,( WZOY ××∈∃ ++ςηξ such that ),,( ςηx  is a scalar saddle-
point of the Lagrangian function 
ξ
l  and }0{))(( =xgη . 
 
     Proof.  Suppose that Dx∈  is a weakly efficient solution of (VP). Similar to the 
proof of (3.18) in Theorem 3.3 (in fact, )(xf  takes place of y  from (3.12) to (3.18)) 
),(),(),( YWBYZBTS ×∈∃ +  such that 
 
                                                                 ))(( xgSO∈ ,                                              (4.1) 
 
and ( note that +−⊆ Zxg )( , }{)( Oxh = ) 
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.)),(())(())((
))](())(())([
))((
)))(())(())((
DxxhTxgSxf
xhTxgSxf
xf
xhTxgSxf
∈∀++=
++≤
≤
++
oo ξξξ
ξ
ξ
ξ
          (4.2) 
 
Take TS oo ξςξη == , , then **),( WZ ×∈ +ςη . And from (4.2) we attain 
 
                                     
.),,,(
))(())(())((
)](())(()([
)](())(()([
))(())(())((
),,(
Dxxl
xhxgxf
xhTxgSxf
xhTxgSxf
xhxgxf
xl
∈∀=
++=
++≤
++=
++≤
ςη
ςηξ
ξ
ξ
ςηξ
ςη
ξ
ξ
                                              (4.3)    
And 
                   .)),(())(())(())(())(( Dxxhxgxfxgxf ∈∀++≤+ ςηξηξ                     (4.4)          
 
Since Dx∈  we have ))((0 xhς∈ , and (4.1) states that ))((0 xgη∈ , therefore from (4.4) 
 
                                           .)),(())(())(( Dxxgxfxf ∈∀+≤ ηξξ  
 
Taking xx =  in above we attain ))((0 xgη≤ . However, the assumption +−⊆ Zxg )(  
implies that 0))(( ≤xgη . Thus 
 
                                                     }0{))(( =xgη .                                                        (4.5) 
 
Hence from (4.5), noting that 0))(( ≤xgη , and }{)( Oxh = , we obtain 
 
                                          
.),(),,,,(
))(())(())((
))(())(())((
),,(
** WYxl
xhxgxf
xhxgxf
xl
×∈∀=
++≤
++=
+ςηςη
ςηξ
ςηξ
ςη
ξ
ξ
                                     (4.6)  
 
Combining (4.3) and (4.6), ),,( ςηx  is a saddle-point of the Lagrangian function 
ξ
l .   
 
     Remark 4.1 For vector-valued functions, the condition +−⊆ Zxg )( , }{)( Oxh =  
in Theorem 4.1 are always satisfied if Dx∈ . 
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     Theorem 4.2  Let Dx∈ . If *** }){\(),,( WZOY ××∈∃ ++ςηξ  for which ),,( ςηx  
is a saddle-point of the Lagrangian function 
ξ
l , then Dx∈  is a weakly efficient solution 
of (VP) and }0{))(( =xgη , }0{))(( =xhς .   
 
      Proof.  Suppose *** }){\(),,( WZOY ××∈∃ ++ςηξ such that ),,( ςηx  is a scalar 
saddle-point of the Lagrangian function 
ξ
l , i.e., 
 
                       ),,(),,(),,( ςηςηςη
ξξξ
xlxlxl ≤≤ , **),( WZ ×∈∀ +ςη , Dx∈∀ . 
 
That is to say                 
                             
                           )))(())(())(( xhxgxf ςηξ ++    
                           .))),(())(())(( Dxxhxgxf ∈∀++≤ ςηξ **),( WZ ×∈∀ +ςη   .                                                             
Then 
 
                 )))(())(( xhxg ςη + ))(())(( xhxg ςη +≤ , **),( WZ ×∈∀ +ςη .                    
 
On the other hand 
                                                 
             .)),(())(())(()))(())(())(( Dxxhxgxfxhxgxf ∈∀++≤++ ςηξςηξ       (4.7)                   
 
Take ηη = , or ςς =  in (4.7) we have 
 
                                       
.)),(()))((
,)),(())((
*
*
Wxhxh
Zxgxg
∈∀≤
∈∀≤ +
ςςς
ηηη
                                              
 
Therefore, taking O=η  in we get 0))(( ≥xgη , but taking ηη 2=  in we get 
0))(( ≤xgη . Hence 
 
                                               }0{))(( =xgη .                                                            (4.8) 
 
Similarly, 
                                               }0{))(( =xhς .                                                             (4.9) 
 
Noting that ∅≠−∩ + )()( Zxg  and ))((0 xhς∈ (since Dx∈ ), according to (4.7), (4.8), 
and (4.9) we obtain  
 
                                         .)),(())(( Dxxfxf ∈∀≤ ξξ  
 
Therefore, by Theorem 2.1, x  is a weakly efficient solution of (VP).  
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